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LEO Launcher Selects Frontier Astronautics’ Asp™
Profits to Satellite Customers from Worldwide Launch Provider
HOUSTON, TEXAS, USA, March 31, 2020 – LEO Launcher & Logistics announces Asp™ Hydrogen Peroxide
Rocket Engine from Frontier Astronautics, LLC, as the robust orbit-stage engine providing a variety of
maneuvering applications required by a wide range of worldwide Satellite customers.
“LEO Launcher & Logistics is proud to provide worldwide satellite customers proven and reliable launch
equipment in all stages of propulsion,” states LEO Launcher’s President and Chief Strategy Officer Gail
Williamson. “Frontier Astronautics’ Asp™ rocket engine is reliable and flexible for the maneuvering
applications that satellite customers require, flexible for any inclination, LEO altitude and higher.”
LEO Launcher’s air-launch configuration features: 1) horizontal heavy-lift aircraft as “reusable first stage” lift
over ocean to 40,000 feet, 2) mid stage Orion rocket motors from Northrop Grumman for propulsion of
satellite stage to orbit and 3) final stage Asp™ rocket engine for maneuvering for accurate orbit placement.
Frontier Astronautics’ Asp™ engines are robust and use a non-toxic monopropellant, suitable to a variety of
maneuvering applications with guaranteed ignition and/or environmentally sensitive propellants. Asp™
engines are proven with over 50 test firings and five flights on an
experimental VTVL vehicle requiring high throttling with precision.
LEO Launcher’s satellite customers receive superior benefits from airlaunching their Satellite constellations, featuring launch frequency to any
orbit inclinations, altitudes up to 1,000 miles circular and 2,000 miles
elliptical and mass up to 500 kg.
LEO Launcher & Logistics Inc. was established as a low earth orbit satellite
Launch Provider since 2015 with headquarters in Houston, Texas.
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